A Low Rank Model based Improved Eye Detection under Spectacles
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Abstract—Eye detection is a primary step in many applications such as face recognition, iris recognition, driver fatigue detection, gaze tracking etc. Occlusion by spectacles, glare and secondary image formations deteriorate its performance. In this paper, we formulate the glare/reflection removal as a classification problem and employ Low rank decomposition technique to overcome these challenges. We provide an in-depth analysis by comparing various low rank decomposition formulations and propose a simple preprocessing step to improve the detection accuracy. Experimentation on CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 facial database validates the proposed preprocessing method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Detecting eyes accurately is the first step in real time applications like face detection, eye gaze estimation and many other human computer interactive (HCI) systems. Occlusion due to spectacles, glare and secondary image formations on eyes put challenges in its detection.

A. The Spectacle problem

Song et al. [1] have divided eye detection algorithms in five categories like: Feature based algorithms [2], Appearance based algorithms [3], Shape based algorithms [4], Sparse representation based algorithms [5] and Hybrid algorithms [6]. However these algorithms performs poorly when users wear spectacles and the ambient illumination is variable [7].

Though several studies on the spectacle detection and removal have been reported [8–11], the study focusing on secondary reflection and glare removal is very limited. Literature suggests that few methods employ image inpainting and supervised learning techniques to mitigate the spectacle problem. Inpainting utilizes neighbouring pixel values to create a seamless reconstructed image. As glare and reflection occlude the underlying eye feature information, it is difficult to reconstruct a reflectionless image [12],[13]. The representational power of supervised learning methods totally depend upon the exhaustiveness of its training set [11]. For example, it is hard to reconstruct a spectacle-less image from a training set of images containing spectacles only. A few of the problems cited in the literature are given in Table I.

The problems pertaining to the usage of spectacles can be summarized as:

- **Occlusion**: In applications like eye feature detection, facial landmarking [21], important eye features like eyelids, eyebrows [12], [22] could be occluded by the spectacle frame (see Fig.1c) resulting in performance inaccuracies.
- **Illumination changes**: Appearance of eye features changes drastically with respect to illumination. These uncontrolled illumination changes causes glare and secondary reflection on spectacles. Occlusion due to glare (see Fig.1a,1b), appearance change due to the secondary reflection (see Fig.1d) cause great challenges to many eye detection algorithms [10], [23].

![Fig. 1: Sample images illustrating the Spectacle problem. (a),(b) Glare; (c) Occlusion; (d) Secondary reflection](image)

Under these unknown and varying conditions, it is very challenging to nullify the reflection effect on the spectacles. These inconsistencies in specular reflection removal are yet to be thoroughly investigated and there is scope of improvement. In this paper we present a preprocessing step which mitigates the ill-effects of spectacles to improve detection of eyes under it.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: The concept and mathematical framework of the proposed preprocessing step are discussed in Section II. Experimental evaluation of various Low rank decomposition strategies are presented in Section III. The experimental results of eye detection under spectacles are provided and discussed in Section IV. Conclusion of this paper is given in Section V.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. The concept

We model the reflection due to spectacles as sparse error ($S$) and separate the face as low rank component ($L$) from the captured image ($M$) as shown in Fig.2.
Problem reported
Eye detection
Locating eyes under occlusion is largely problematic. Poor performance under spectacles. With the secondary reflections on the spectacles, detection and tracking produces erroneous results.

Eye detection & Tracking
Facial landmarking
Strong reflections on the spectacles result in inaccurate estimations of eye center.

Iris center
db
Pupil Center, Eye corner & Eyelids detection
Eye center detection

Table I: Literature stating the spectacle problem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Literature</th>
<th>Application of the citation</th>
<th>Problem reported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1],[14]</td>
<td>Eye detection</td>
<td>Locating eyes under occlusion is largely problematic. Poor performance under spectacles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15],[16]</td>
<td>Eye detection &amp; Tracking</td>
<td>With the secondary reflections on the spectacles, detection and tracking produces erroneous results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17],[4]</td>
<td>Eye center detection</td>
<td>Strong reflections on the spectacles result in inaccurate estimations of eye center.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6],[18]</td>
<td>Iris center &amp; Eye corners detection</td>
<td>Secondary reflections occlude iris resulting in poor performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19],[20]</td>
<td>Pupil Center, Eye corner &amp; Eyelids detection</td>
<td>Spectacles occlude the eye boundary detection.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 2: The separation problem. (a) Corrupted input image; (b) Low rank component; (c) Sparse component](image)

Thus we can denote the problem mathematically as

\[ M = L + S \]  

where \( M \) is the corrupted data matrix; \( L \) is the Low rank component and \( S \) is the Sparse component.

Table I lists the literature stating the spectacle problem. Researchers have developed a number of approaches to solve Eq.1. All these approaches lead to the following formulation similar to Principal Component Pursuit (PCP) [25].

\[
\text{Minimize} \quad ||L||_1 + \lambda ||S||_1 \\
\text{Subject to} \quad L + S = M
\]

where, \( ||.||_1 \) and \( ||.||_\infty \) denote the \( l_1 \)-norm and the nuclear norm respectively, and \( \lambda > 0 \) is an arbitrary weighting parameter.

In most of the real-time situations, the details of the location, nature and intensity of the corruption is unknown. Even under these circumstances, the decomposition formulation still holds good and the desirable uncorrupted data can be extracted. Another advantage of this formulation is that it requires minimum tuning parameters.

Recently, new implicit and explicit problem formulations for low rank decomposition have been developed. The core idea of the decomposition remains the same in all these approaches, however they differ in the way the loss function and optimization problem is modelled. The mathematical models can be broadly divided into two categories:

i. Matrix-based algorithms
   - Robust Principal Component Analysis (RPCA)
   - Subspace Tracking (ST)
   - Matrix Completion (MC)
   - Three-Term Decomposition (TTD)
   - Low-Rank Representation (LRR)
   - Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF)

ii. Tensor-based algorithms
   - Non-negative Tensor Factorization (NTF)
   - Tensor Decomposition (TD)

Six Matrix and two Tensor based algorithms have been chosen for conducting different experiments. These eight methods were considered mainly because they are prevalent and successfully implemented in many Low rank decomposition applications. Moreover, the study of these methods will give us an exhaustive insight on how each approach differs from the other and to identify the one which suits the best for our application. The details and formulation of these algorithms for Low rank decomposition can be found in [26].

III. Experimental Evaluation

In this work, we are analyzing the best possible mathematical formulation to improve the performance of eye detection method under the spectacles problem.

A. The database

In literature, most of the facial image databases are created under well controlled laboratory conditions. These databases are mostly used for development of face recognition or eye feature extraction algorithms. There are very few databases created in uncontrolled environments with pairs of corresponding facial images with and without spectacles. We found that CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 Face Database [27] provides the desired requirements. It provides linearly correlated heterogeneous (both NIR and Visible) facial images of size \( 128 \times 128 \), taken from 725 subjects. The details of the database is given in Table II

For conducting experiments, we have segregated the images of each illumination type into two categories:

- **NIR_Db_1**: consists of 921 facial images with spectacles only.
- **NIR_Db_2**: consists of 292 images, of which 146 are facial images with spectacles and the rest are images without spectacles.
TABLE II: Details of CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of images with spectacles</th>
<th>No. of images without spectacles</th>
<th>Visible Light</th>
<th>NIR illumination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1248</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>1067</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- VIS_Db_1: consists of 1024 facial images with spectacles only.
- VIS_Db_2: consists of 444 images, of which 222 are facial images with spectacles and the rest are images without spectacles.

We conducted the experiments on these four sub-categorized databases to validate our analysis and inference.

B. Experiment 1

Many mathematical formulations and algorithms as mentioned in Section II-B, are available in the literature for the implementation of Low rank decomposition. The aim of this experiment is to identify the algorithm that suits best for this particular application. Initially, images from the NIR_Db_1 dataset are vectorized and linearly stacked as a corrupted data matrix. One algorithm of each mathematical model is considered for decomposition. Example output image of each model is shown in Fig 3.

It is quite evident from the visual inspection of Fig 3 that the RPCA approach retains more low rank information (facial features) than the remaining formulations. So further experimentation is carried to find the best available RPCA implementation algorithm.

C. Experiment 2

Several implementation variations of RPCA can be found in the literature [28]. These algorithms are quite similar to each other but they differ in the way the SVD and convex relaxation is implemented. In this paper, we have considered the following 8 algorithms for experimentation:

- Principal Component Pursuit (PCP)
- Exact Augmented Lagrange Multiplier (EALM)
- Inexact Augmented Lagrange Multiplier (IALM)
- IALM with block Lanczos with warm start (IALM_BLWS)
- Accelerated Proximal Gradient (APG)
- Partial Accelerated Proximal Gradient (APG_PARTIAL)
- Alternating Direction Method (LSADM)
- Non-Smooth Augmented Lagrangian v1 (NSA1)

Images from the NIR_Db_1 and NIR_Db_2 datasets are vectorized and linearly stacked as two corrupted input data matrices respectively. The above mentioned Low rank decomposition implementation strategies are applied on the input matrices and the results are shown in Tables III and IV.

D. Experiment 3

The effects of glare and reflections are not the same in the case of visible light and NIR illuminated images. The chances of glare formation is more in case of NIR illumination and the chances of secondary reflection formation is more in case of Visible light illumination [29]. To verify the performance of the algorithms under visible light illumination, we repeated the experiments as in Section III-B and III-C with VIS_Db_1 and VIS_Db_2 datasets.

E. Experiment 4

To validate the performance of the proposed preprocessing step, an eye-pair detection experiment was conducted on the above mentioned four datasets. AdaBoost-based eye-pair detection algorithm [30] was employed for the experimentation. Sample results of the eye pair detection algorithm conducted on NIR_Db_1 and VIS_Db_1 datasets is shown in Fig.5.

All the experiments were conducted in batch mode with MATLAB R2015a on a PC with Intel (R) core (TM) i7-4770 CPU and 4.00 GB RAM.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The effectiveness of the algorithms (Section III-C, III-D) is compared based on rank minimization capability and the time taken for execution. Rank minimization capability (L-rank) emphasises the feature retaining property of the algorithm. It is the lowest possible rank that the decomposition can attain without degrading the original feature content beyond a permissible error. The computational cost of the RPCA algorithms mainly depends on SVD implementation.

TABLE III: Experimental results conducted on NIR_Db_1 dataset. M-rank of input matrix, L-rank of low rank matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>M-rank</th>
<th>L-rank</th>
<th>Time in Sec.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PCP</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>391.3956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>EALM</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>877.0114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IALM</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>63.8970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IALM_BLWS</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>934.2517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>APG</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>376.5881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>APG_PARTIAL</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>283.5623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>LSADM</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>237.4707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NSA1</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>654.4221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV: Experimental results conducted on NIR_Db_2 dataset. M-rank of input matrix, L-rank of low rank matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>M-rank</th>
<th>L-rank</th>
<th>Time in Sec.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PCP</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>53.6680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>EALM</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>162.0471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IALM</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>12.5318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IALM_BLWS</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>107.5765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>APG</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>84.4015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>APG_PARTIAL</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>65.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>LSADM</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>35.0362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NSA1</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>176.7217</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tables III and IV indicates that PCP and LSADM algorithms gives the least and highest possible rank decompositions. PCP algorithm does not retain most of the features (low L-rank value) where as LSADM algorithm retains back the original corrupted data. In both the cases eye detection may not be accurate due to lack of proper eye feature information after the decomposition.
Fig. 3: Example output images of Low rank decomposition by (a) RPCA (b) ST (c) MC (d) TTD (e) LRR (f) NMF (g) NTF (h) TD algorithms. Each sub-plot contains the input, low rank and sparse component images respectively.

For real-time applications like eye detection, computation time is prioritized than the localization accuracy of the system. Among the 8 algorithms, IALM has the least average running time of 0.063 seconds per image. Although EALM gives better $L_1$-rank value, its computation time is approximately 13 times more than the IALM algorithm. This significant reduction in time is because, the IALM algorithm employs partial SVD implementation approach. Due to its minimum time complexity and adequate rank minimization capability, we conclude that IALM algorithm suits best for the proposed preprocessing step. Fig.4 shows the sample results of Low rank decomposition using IALM algorithm.

The results (from Section III-E) of the eye-pair detection before and after applying the pre-processing step can be seen in Table V.

Table V indicate that before preprocessing, the number of eye-pair detections are less due to the influence of specular and glare reflections. Particularly, NIR illuminated facial images have more unsuccessful detections than the VIS illuminated images. After employing the preprocessing step, the number of detections have increased significantly. It can also be observed that the rate of increase in detections is more significant in case of interclass datasets as compared to the intraclass datasets. Many of the unsuccessful detections are due to the presence of spectacle frame residue even after applying the low rank decomposition (Fig. 5b). Another reason for the unsuccessful detection is that, majority of the input eye features are heavily corrupted, making a seamless eye recovery impossible (Fig. 5a). Even though the processed low rank images (Fig.4) appear to be slightly blurred, the quality of the image features is enough for eye region detection.

The overall experimental results demonstrates that the Low rank decomposition based preprocessing step is effective and efficient.

V. CONCLUSION

Spectacles cause hindrance to the eye detection application. We alleviate the problem by formulating it as sparse component and removed it from the low rank part of the face. Experimentation with different types of Low rank decomposition formulations were carried on CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 Face Database.
Database. Both qualitative and quantitative results indicate that IALM algorithm suits best for the eye detection application. After applying the Low rank decomposition, the number of successful eye pair detections increased significantly without increasing the computational complexity of the eye detection algorithm considerably.

Although Low rank decomposition provides a reliable solution, it is a batch processing approach which needs stacking of a series of images. The assumption of face alignment might not be true in most of the cases. The authors are engaged to improve its performance.
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Fig. 5: Example results of (a) unsuccessful, (c,e) successful eye-pair detection on NIR_Db_1 database; (b) unsuccessful, (d,f) successful eye-pair detection on VIS_Db_1 database. Each sub-plot contains eye-pair detection output image before and after the preprocessing.


